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On the surface: wonderful
• Government deficit under control

• Foreign account still posting a small surplus. Succession of deficits was reverted in 

2011-12

• Unemployment in a downward trend

• Growth, albeit small, exists (export driven growth blip in 3Q2016)

However:

• Many of the structural bottlenecks remain unsolved

• In spite of major progress since 2011
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Starting Point [1]
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Source: Eurostat

Very high public debt (3rd highest in the Eurozone).



Starting Point [2]
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Very high private debt 189% of GDP

Peak: 210% of GDP in 2012. Back to 2007 levels.



Starting Point [3]
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Very importante decrease in private debt in 2014 (almost 9% of GDP)

In both absolute and comparative terms.



Companies still present very high debt ratios



Lack of capital

• Lack of internal

capital

• Low FDI flows to 

tradeable sectors

• Recent Government

initiatives though

small and slow
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Decreasing credit to both small and large corporations

Large SMEs



But still…Corporate earnings slowly recovering



The banks
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• Undercapitalized

banks

• Undercapitalized

NFCs

• Lack of investment

in capacity

expansion

• Reduced profitability

• Need to attract capital

• Legacy not yet

solved

satisfactorily

• Impediment to 

growth and

profitability



In sum
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• Small growth after major adjustment in 2011-14

• Public and private debts remain a problem. Public debt went back to an 

upward path after what seemed to be the beginning of a reversing trend

• The burden of these debts implies a less than optimal allocation of 

resources to productive investment 

• Banks remain a problem (that can be solved but this will not happen 

spontaneously)

• Given the above the country desperately needs more FDI

• This implies:

• Consistent micro policies

• Stability of the tax system

• An investor’s friendly environment
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